I enter a pool with dignity. I dip my toe into the water to test the
temperature before slowly easing in. It usually takes me 20 minutes to
completely submerge.
My husband is the opposite. He takes a flying leap and jumps straight
in.
When your organisation launches itself into the social media pool you
generally won’t have the opportunity to take the slowly, slowly
approach. Once you make the plunge you usually need to think like my
husband and dive straight in.
After you have started connecting with your clients and customers, it is
very difficult to downscale your presence, or completely stop your
efforts, if things don’t work the way you’d like them to.
But the idea of letting go and jumping straight in can be difficult for
many organisations to be comfortable with.
A solid strategy can be the difference between sinking and swimming.

> We love the infographic
(above) by Brian Solis and
JESS3. It’s a great tool to
help match your
communication objective to
the right application.

At PRISM we believe that the decision to take the plunge should
always be backed by thorough research, sound planning and a solid
communication strategy. A solid strategy is like a diving board from
which you can launch a graceful swan dive rather than a poorly
executed belly flop.
In developing your strategy you need to ask a few questions.
The first question is not ‘Facebook or Twitter?’ The very first decision
you need to make is about your communication objective. What do you
want to achieve?
Do you want to change the way your customers think about your
organisation? Maybe you want to prompt a behaviour change? Possibly
you see social media as an opportunity to connect on a more personal
level with your clients and customers, creating a new engagement
approach? Are you trying to connect staff to improve collaboration?
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Once you understand what you want to get out of your social media
efforts and can clearly articulate your objective, then it is time to think
about the right application to achieve your goals. Take the time to
understand the attributes of each application to get the most out of
each site.
By asking the right questions and focusing your thinking, PRISM can
help you to develop a strategy that will help you to enter the world of
social media with a big splash.
Here is a taste of some other questions you will need to answer to
prepare your social media strategy.

•Who has the right skill set to
maintain your content?
•How will pages be maintained
outside regular office hours?
•Are there any additional hardware
or software requirements?

•How will content be created?
•What are the key messages you
wish to communicate?
•Make sure you have a consistent
style and tone.
•Think about how you can ask
questions for feedback, share
success stories, start
conversations with your followers
etc.
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•How will the organisation's
culture, approval processes and
leadership impact on your social
media efforts?
•Have you prepared social media
guidelines which have been
provided to anyone responsible
for managing content.

•Is your objective measurable?
•Which tools will you use to
monitor performance?
•Remember that the number of
connections doesn't equal
engagement. Number of
followers may not demonstrate
your overall level of engagement.
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